
                                                

 

August 5th, 2020 
 
 

ORIENT STAR announces new Modern Skeleton, a sophisticated 
and refined design for any business environment.  

 
ORIENT STAR adds three new versions of the Modern Skeleton to its Contemporary Collection, 

blending the mechanical appeal of a skeleton watch with a simple contemporary design. The 

new elegant watch will appeal to professionals wanting to express their own individual style.  
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 The Modern Skeleton’s unique feature is the large window at the 9 o’clock position showing the 
oscillation of the balance wheel, and the bold open work dial, revealing glimpses of the in-house 
movement. The hands with brushed and mirror finishing give improved visibility with touches of 
Luminous Light, while the layered dial gives a sense of depth, enhancing the mechanical watch’s 
presence and style.  

 
Sallaz polishing gives the case design a crisp, bright finish. This commitment to the finest 

detail extends to the sharp appearance of the lugs with their acute slope. The metal bracelet 
displays different finishes to compliment its three-dimensional multi-sided links. 

 
The new additions to the Modern Skeleton range all offer the vibrant colours for which 

ORIENT STAR is so well known. Two of the regular models come with a metal bracelet and one 
has a smooth leather strap. One bracelet model features a white dial and blue accents adding a 
fresh embellishment to brighten any business setting. The other has a dual-layer dial with a 
green and black two-tone finish, giving a sense of depth. The third model combines a sleek 
leather strap with a bronze coloured case and black dial, for a vintage feel.  

 
Each model is powered by the in-house automatic caliber F6F44, with 50-hour power reserve 

known for its stable precision and reliability, and is water resistant to 10 bar.  
 
    

   RE-AV0113S         RE-AV0114E    RE-AV0115B
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About ORIENT STAR 
Established in Japan in 1951, ORIENT STAR originates from a desire to create a mechanical 

watch that would become a “brightly shining star” in every aspect, from its design and 
movements to its manufacture and assembly. Drawing on traditional watchmaking skills and the 
latest in-house integrated design and manufacturing competencies, the brand has continued to 
create timeless pieces such as the mechanical movements of the 46-F7 series. The delicate 
details, sophisticated designs and fine intricacies of these high-quality masterpieces attract the 
attention of watch connoisseurs from all over the world. 

 
 
 

― Product Specifications ― 

 

Collection Contemporary 

Series name Modern Skeleton 

Reference  RE-AV0113S RE-AV0114E RE-AV0115B 

Movement Automatic (with hand winding) mechanical in-house caliber F6F44 made in Japan 

Power reserve 50 hours 

Accuracy ＋25 seconds ～ －15 seconds per day 

Case material 

(colour) 
Stainless steel  Stainless steel 

Stainless steel  

(bronze colour plated, black 

plated bezel) 

Case size 41.0mm / thickness 12.0mm 

Glass Front: Sapphire crystal (AR (anti-reflective) coating), back: crystal glass 

Strap 
Stainless steel (SUS316L) / trifold deployant buckle with 

push button / width 21mm 

Leather / trifold deployant 

buckle with push button / 

width 21mm 

Colour of dial White  Green Black 

Other features 
Water resistance to 10 bar, power reserve indicator, second hand hacking, 24 jewels, 

Luminous Light, see-through exhibition case back 

ENDS 


